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rainfall as high as 40 inches and in others Mith a fall as iou
as 10 inches but in general the main area of \\heat production
is found between the 12 and 2:> mean annual isohvets For
the 10 >ears 1931 40 the average annual production of \\heat
in Australia was nearly 178 million bushels
The wheat belt stretches in a great crescent crossing
the south west of the western plateau passes (after a break
north of the Bight) across South Australia and continues
along the inner side of the Eastern Highlands Thus the
industry is confined to a great plain area that on its inner
margin approaches aridity The struggle m Canada to
utilize every day of sunshine for the growing of wheat is
paralleled here by the attempt to conserve e\er> drop of
moisture by keeping the surface soil loose and broken A
new method of wheat growing i e dry farming with summer
fallowing has m fact been evolved to fit these conditions
Sheep are pastured on the fallow land and to provide water
for stock and domestic purposes in Victoria a system of
open channels has been kid down which carries the water
by gravitation for 250 miles into the Mallee country
The shortage of labour during the heyday of gold digging
and the uniformity of surface and climate m the wheat belt
led to the invention of machinery for harvesting the crops
The development from reaper and binder to stnpper or
header and so to the han ester which cuts threshes and bags
the wheat is largel} an Australian contribution   As in other
lands where labour has to be spread thinly over vast areas
the machine has saved the situation and has enabled Australia
to  become  one  of the  worlds  granaries    Although  the
production of wheat in Australia is about 3 per cent of the
world s total the quantity exported represents about 20 per
cent of the total exported from all countries   As an exporting
country Australia has made the greatest relative advance

